
Biddenham International School: Project Based Learning Curriculum

Year 

7

Year 

8

Tales of the Riverbank-Short story 
project:
Is writing a good book very easy?

Tales of the Riverbank- Short 
story project:
What makes a good book?

Tales of the Riverbank -
Short story project:
Q & A with real authors

Tales of the Riverbank- Short 
story project:
Planning the story plot
Peer feedback

Tales of the 
Riverbank- Short 
story project:
Writing the story and 
creating the book.

Exploration:
Starting to learn a new 
skill to investigate the 
driving question.

Tomorrow’s World:
How do we choose 
GCSE’s?
What are the courses 
like?

Tomorrow’s World:
Students complete a series of core 
and elective tasks of their choice to 
develop key skills needed to be GCSE 
ready. E.g. organisation, self discipline, 
motivation.

Welcome to Project 
Based Learning at 
Biddenham – the 
adventure starts here!

Belonging: 
What does it mean to be 
different? How can we be different 
and belong?

Belonging:
What is a change maker? 
How do they belong in their 
communities?

Belonging: 
What unites and divides us?

Projects:
Fingerprint Project
Change maker Fact file
Podcast

Divide and Conquer- First Give
Introduction to the First Give 
Programme

Divide and Conquer- First Give:
What local issues can we raise 
awareness for? Working with local 
charities to learn about issues in our 
community.

Divide and Conquer- First Give:
Completing social action to raise 
awareness for local charities.

Divide and Conquer- First 
Give:
Final presentations to First 
Give judges to win £1000 
for chosen charity.

Divide and 
Conquer - First 
Give:

What lessons 
can we learn 
from this 
group project?

United World: 
Journey Across
Group project where 
students have to 
track miles alongside 
completing a final 
showpiece about 
their journey.

United World:
Completing physical challenges to 
track miles

United World:
Planning our final showpiece. 
Delegating tasks. Taking on 
different roles.

The Commonwealth / Travel 
Writing
Students explore a range of 
different non-fiction travel writing 
from various cultures.

United World: 
Conducting team meetings to 
discuss progress and set 
targets.

United World:
Showcasing the final product.
Reviewing progress and 
evaluating lessons learnt.

Tales of the 
Riverbank- Short story 
project:
Final showcase: 
stories are judged and 
winners read to local 
primary schools and 
wider community.

Exploration:
Are you born with 
talent. Or does practice 
make perfect?

Exploration:
Creating instructions for new 
skill.
Answering driving question.

Tomorrow’s World:
Get ready for GCSE diploma
What are GCSE’s?
Why do we need them?

Tomorrow’s World:
Students are awarded with 
Bronze/Silver/Gold/Platinum 
certificates as they work towards 
completing their diploma.

Tales of the 
Riverbank- Short 
story project:
Primary and 
secondary research.

Independent Learning Master!


